This paper explores the perpetuation of isolated labor markets in Texas border towns caused by Texas' relationship to and use of the Bracero Program, a temporary guest-worker program between the United States and Mexico. This work outlines its legislative formation and evolution then discusses the various methods in which bracero workers were both bound to the land they worked and isolated from the national labor market.
The program was officially created after an intergovernmental agreement by executive order on August 4, 1942 , and was administered by the Department of Agriculture. 11 However, Texas initially refused to participate because the program required the state to offer participants a minimum wage and living conditions, stipulations not required by the guest worker program during WWI. In the spring of 1943, Public Law 45 replaced the initial executive order. This law further tightened the terms of employment and changed the departBy Leigh Avera '16 Vanderbilt University the brAcero proGrAM
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Mexican woman and children at a station in Neches, TX (1939) Source: Library of Congress ment that ran the program to the War Food Administration. To subvert the law, in May 1943, the local commissioner of immigration in El Paso hired by the state, permitted farmers to recruit Mexican workers for year-long permits. After three days and 2,040 unauthorized permits, the border was closed in reaction to outrage from the Mexican government. 12 Because Texas violated the agreements and had a history of racial discrimination and violence against Mexicans, Mexico refused to allow any braceros to be contracted to Texas. 13 This promoted illegal immigrant movement into Texas border towns, as the demand for cheap, mobile labor in Texas increased. This incident in El Paso reflected the degree of local control on the Bracero Program, as the temporary opening of the border reflected the power of state control over national and international agreements.
14 According to State Department statistics, prior to World War II, there were around 25,000 undocumented Mexican immigrants in border towns, almost all in Texas. By 1947, this number increased to almost 100,000, demonstrating Texas' growing use of and dependence on undocumented labor, which was justified by their continued exclusion from the Bracero Program. 15 According to Otey Scruggs, the initial exclusion of Texas from contracting braceros was less problematic to the farmers because:
the availability of illegal entrants had made it unnecessary for the farmers of southern Texas to worry unduly about the ban on braceros. As long as they could obtain wetbacks, they could ignore braceros, whose use required the farmers' acquiescence in conditions of employment. 16 Scruggs' claims are upheld by State Department data: in summer 1947 alone, there were 31,331 bracero contracts issued nationwide. However, since Texas was still excluded from the formal program at this point, it employed almost 55,000 undocumented Mexican workers that oftentimes immigrated after being unable to gain a bracero contract. 17 For example, in 1948, at the age of sixteen, Jesús Gómez illegally crossed into Texas after he failed to obtain a bracero contract. 18 Where he crossed an already established route of immigration, and once the teenagers crossed, there were farm recruiters already there, with buses, ready to take the workers to their farms. 19 While under federal control, Public Law 45 also gave states informal local control of the Bracero Program, as the federal Farm Service Agency to the locally controlled Extension Service. Juan Báez Barragán noticed that when workers filed formal complaints to the Mexican consulate, the investigative committee sent to the farm would inform the farmer of their arrival far enough in advance for the farmers to hastily fix issues that were complained about. Once the government officials left, conditions returned to normal. 20 While the federal government had to reject overt expressions of local autonomy, especially in Texas, the federal framework had much leeway in the terms of local control.
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THE BRACERO PROGRAM POST-WWII: THE EL PASO INCIDENT AND OPERATION WETBACK
Undocumented labor soared in popularity by the end of the wartime program and the following switch to more direct grower participation in 1947. According to the "President's Commission on Migratory Labor" of 1951, the renunciation of the federal government from paying for recruitment and transportation and in enforcing the braceros' contracts, led to "minimizing the already lax enforcement of contract provision" which stimulated more undocumented immigration. 22 After the war, a "drying out the wetbacks" program began and legalized any employed undocumented worker. Salvador Velasco Patiño's route to becoming a bracero provides a typical example of this process. In 1947, Patiño illegally crossed into the United States to work on a cotton farm.
After a month on that farm, his coworkers explained how undocumented workers could become legal braceros. From there, Patiño went, with permission from his boss, to the local Farmer's Association to acquire his bracero contract. 23 State Department statistics indicated that, between 1947 and 1949, 74,600 braceros were contracted and 142,200 undocumented workers were legalized into the Bracero Program after their employment. 24 J. Carmen Quezada Morales, who received his first bracero contract in 1949, recalls that, of the four states he was contracted to work in, including California, Colorado, Texas and Wyoming, Texas was the only state in which he came in contact with undocumented Mexican workers. 25 The effects of and problems with the more direct local farmer-to-bracero agenda of the revised regulations of the Bracero Program are epitomized in the "El Paso Incident" of 1948. Texas' continued exclusion from the formal Bracero Program, causing a lack of a formal recruitment system, resulted in the Immigration and Naturalization Service (INS) "opening up" the border for a weekend and allowing any worker who crossed to become contracted through the Texas Employment System. In 1951, Public Law 78 reestablished the federal government's control and financial support of recruiting and contracting braceros and banned the policy of "drying out the wetbacks. " 27 This change arose from a number of factors, including media sensationalism surrounding undocumented immigration, heightening Cold War rhetoric on the dangers of immigrates spreading communist ideas, the President's Commission on Migratory Labor, and challenges to federal control, as illustrated by the "El Paso Incident. " 28 The 1954 Operation Wetback, a mass deportation of over a million Mexican immigrants, in an attempt to reverse the consequences of the "drying out the wetbacks" policy, exemplified the return of federal control. 29 This policy shift provided a more stable workforce by contractually binding a worker to work a certain farm for a certain time, unlike undocumented labor, and ensured workers were contracted through the Bracero Program. In 1947, around the age of sixteen, Clemente Velázquez Lucio attempted to become a contracted bracero after hearing about the program from his uncles. 30 However, Lucio was initially unable to obtain a contract to work in the United States despite receiving initial paperwork and processing at a center in central Mexico; therefore, Lucio crossed to border to illegally work in Texas since he had already gone through the initial process to work in the United States. Later, in 1956, notably after Operation Wetback, Lucio was able to get on the eligibility list to work in the United States legally. 31 His second time in the United States, Lucio was bound to his particular farm, unlike undocumented laborers. For example, the President's Commission on Migratory Labor estimated the "skip rate" of undocumented workers was up to 50% in most areas of Texas, mostly caused by intolerable living and labor conditions. 32 José Ponce López, for example, deserted his initial contract in Texas to attempt to find work in California, where other braceros, who had previously worked there, told him about the state's improved wages and working conditions. 33 In total, the Commission documented the role of "increased wetback traffic" in causing depressed farm wages, increased competition and displacement and deplorable living and health conditions.
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FEDERAL CONTROL OF THE LABOR FORCE: THE REDUCTION OF UNDOCUMENTED LABOR
The reduction of undocumented immigration, however, benefitted the Texas farmers for two primary reasons. First, with the passage of Public Law 78 and the reestablishment of federal control, came the renewed importance of bracero contracts negotiated by the federal government. These contracts also came with an obligation of $25 for every bracero not returned to Mexico by the expiration of his contract to the farmer. 35 According to Calavita, this restriction of labor and bondage to a small area helped reduce the problems of "long hours, sporadic employment, and arduous working conditions... [that] made the retention of workers problematic. " 36 The formalization of federal control and the enforcement of policies against undocumented workers reduced the influence of the illegal immigrant labor force. Enforcing the prohibition and deportation of undocumented workers benefited Texas farmers by creating a more docile, controllable, and, most importantly, predictable workforce. 37 Eleanor Martin, a payroll clerk for a farm just outside of Pecos, Texas, in the early to mid 1950s, mentioned that the braceros were not allowed to leave the farm premises without being accompanied by an American employee of the farm. 38 Furthermore, according to a quote from the Chief of the Farm Placement Service of the Department of Labor in 1957, "These workers [braceros] are not free agents in the labor market. They do not have freedom to move about as they please and shop for the best job that the labor market could afford. " 39 Most importantly, the passage of Public Law 78 created a, federal role in recruiting, transporting and protecting the bracero workforce. This policy shift, coupled with the Mexican government's belief that formalizing Texas into the program would cut down on the worst abuses suffered by undocumented Mexicans, guided Mexico to accept Texas into the Bracero Program in 1951. 40 However, the effects of this policy change were not immediately felt since the federal government's enforcement had been lax. When policies were enforced, they were done so more in line with the interests of the farmers. Farmers were unwilling to switch to documented, bracero labor until they were given proof of the government's commitment to enforcing stricter regulation on both Bracero contracts and restriction of undocumented labor. For example, in the Texas Valley in 1953, only 700 braceros were contracted for the entire season. 41 However, just a year later, the Reception Center in Hidalgo had contracted 50,326 braceros to farmers in the Texas Valley. 42 This jump in braceros in 1954 made Texas the largest importer of bracero labor, with 50% of braceros contracted placed in Texas that year. 43 This is a testament to the success of Operation Wetback in remedying the Bracero Program and in demonstrating to Texan farmers once reliant on undocumented workers, that enforcement would make the Bracero Program a more profitable system. In 1954, a Southern cotton farmer deemed the labor market necessary for the profitability of cotton when he said, "Cotton is a slave crop, nobody is going to pick it that doesn't have to. " 44 This farmer's sentiments effectively sum up the importance of the contract labor force of braceros as more profitable than an undocumented workforce, as the braceros were legally bound to the land.
Another facet of the idea of braceros being bound to the land was the manner in which they were transported to the United States. These established, direct routes of migration between bracero processing centers in Mexico and processing centers in the United States served as another means of preventing bracero interaction with the larger United States' labor market. These networks, both formal and informal, created routes that placed braceros directly in contact with local farm labor recruiters in Texas, essentially eliminating
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The Bracero Program the process of mutual selection between employer and employee. 45 For the formal process, Jesús Aranda Morales, an ex-bracero who first came to Dell City, Texas, in 1957 at the age of 20, describes his journey to becoming a contracted bracero. 46 Morales first traveled from his village of Gran Morelos to the initial processing center in Chihuahua, Mexico. He was then sent to Rio Vista, a processing center in Socorro, Texas, to obtain government documents such as his bracero identification card, sign a predetermined contract and undergo medical examinations and "sanitation. " 47 Finally, Morales was sent by truck to a "Bracero Association" in Dell City, Texas, where ranchers gathered to select the braceros they deemed best suited to work. Through this system of contracting and transporting the braceros, the farmers prevented direct contact with a competitive labor market, reinforcing the isolated labor market founded in contractual labor bound to its specified plot of land. In essence, the braceros were placed in the subsectors of the agricultural labor market in which they were deemed necessary. As laborers, they did not have the option to turn down a contract offer in an attempt to search for a better offer, removing the competitive and relational aspects out of the labor market supply and demand.
In spite of the crackdown on undocumented immigration, with Operation Wetback, Mexican migrants continued to cross illegally, especially into Texas, because of its proximity and history of established routes of immigration stemming from its exclusion from the Bracero Program. 48 An Immigration and Naturalization Service report in Livermore, Texas showed that immigrants preferred illegal entry over bracero labor because they had the ability to "select the better paying jobs and locations. " 49 This shows the extent to which the contracted bracero was isolated from the free labor market, as being a disenfranchised and marginalized undocumented worker was perceived as possessing more opportunities and considered preferable to being a contracted bracero.
BINDING BRACEROS TO THE LAND: LABOR QUALIFICATIONS, DEBT PEONAGE AND DEMAND
Beyond contracting and transporting the braceros within this system, braceros also had to "qualify" for the job. Recruiters often picked braceros who were docile, uneducated and poor to create an "obedient" workforce. 50 Following this, the recruiters would then select on physical evidence of past manual labor. One ex-bracero, Aurelio Delgado Moreno, was chosen based on the way he walked and the callous on his hands, both indicative of years of hard labor. 51 Potential braceros were also subject to medical examinations to determine if their physical state was compatible with the intensity of farm labor. 52 Elías García Venzor noted that those deemed physically unable to work were immediately sent back to Mexico. 53 This gave bracero employers more control.
Another way to bind the braceros to a specific plot of land was through debt peonage. Public Law 45, which created the Bracero Program was popularly known as the "Peonage Law. " 54 In many cases, braceros were forced to buy necessities like food and clothing from employer-owned stores. Eleanor Martin noted that the store clerk would mark down the braceros' ficha number so their purchases could be deducted from their paychecks. Martin also recalls that, on farms not large enough to sustain their own commissary store, farmers would load their braceros onto trucks to go to the local town store, where they paid from their weekly paychecks. 55 Without much competition for these company stores because of restricted access, farmers maintained monopoly pricing control. The justification was to provide "the protection of workers from such undesirable persons as pimps and prostitutes, dope and liquor peddlers, gamblers... and unscrupulous salesmen. " 56 This not only showed paternalism and belittlement, but also isolated the braceros from the larger labor market and society.
However, if braceros still owed any debt to the farmer, the farmer could extend the contract until the debt had been paid. 57 Farmers used this provision, to leverage the bracero's debt and thus retain the bracero on his farm. Braceros had no other choice: Efren Pacheco concluded, "even in times when we didn't make that much money, we had to complete the contract anyway. " 58 Ex-bracero Ignacio Najera had to pay up to $10 a week for breakfast, lunch, and dinner. 59 Natibidad Mancinas, an ex-bracero, was paid a meager 75 cents per day to pick cotton. 60 Both contractual obligation and debt peonage tied braceros to a specific area for a specific time, isolating them from a larger labor market.
Another important factor in creating an isolated labor market of braceros was the manner of assessing the labor shortage in areas petitioning for them. Before the implementation of Public Law 78, "prevailing wages" were determined by the growers to then be approved by the Bureau of Employment Security (BES). 61 This reactive, rather than proactive, role of "Enforcing the prohibition and deportation of undocumented workers beneited Texas farmers by creating a more docile, controllable, and most importantly, predictable workforce."
the BES allowed farmers to define what a "fair" and prevailing wage was, stratifying labor shortages by grower wage.
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This active and relatively unregulated role of growers in determining "prevailing wage" persisted from the initiation of the Bracero Program until a later 1955 amendment to Public Law 78. 63 This also underscored the degree of local control granted to states through the Bracero Program within a larger and very lax federal framework.
By Public Law 78, Sec 503, there were three basic requirements for the Department of Labor when assessing the labor shortage in particular areas. 64 First, there had to be a lack of domestic labor "able, willing, and qualified… at the time and place needed. " Second, the bracero employment could not "adversely affect the wages and working conditions of domestic agricultural workers. " And third, farmers had to attract domestic laborers "for such employment at wages and standard hours of work comparable to those offered to [braceros]. "
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These provisions became problematic primarily because the definition of ability, willingness, and qualifications of the domestic workers were contingent on the committees, which sought profitability. 66 The Department of Agriculture's report on nationwide farm wages from 1953 to 1959 demonstrate a 14% increase in wages in states without bracero workers, while wages remained constant in states that employed braceros. 67 Additionally, the President's Commission on Migratory Labor investigated cotton-picking wages in the lower Rio Grande Valley in 1950 and found that the average wage was $1.75 per hundredweight, while the statewide average was $2.45 per hundredweight. 68 Ex-bracero Ismael Rodriguez Rico received a 1952 paycheck of only $35 after working 70 to 80 hours that week. 69 Thus, the presence of both undocumented and, later, bracero workers had a depressive effect on farm wages. 70 Bracero experiences in different parts of the country also illustrate agricultural wage disparities. Ex-bracero Ignacio Nájera was first contracted to work in Montana, where he received a wage of $14.50 per acre picked. 71 After three years in Montana, Najera was sent to Pecos, Texas, where he received a meager 75 cents per day for picking cotton. Another example of wage disparities comes from former bracero Elías García Venzor, who describes his best experience as a bracero working in Colorado where he earned just over $500 for forty-five days of contracted work. 72 He goes on to describe his worst experience as a contracted bracero worker as his time in Pecos, Texas, where he earned "very little money for very difficult work" which was only compounded by the unfavorable working and living conditions. 73 These regional disparities highlight segmentation and isolation of the Texas bracero labor market from agricultural labor markets in other parts of the United States.
PHYSICAL ISOLATION, SOCIAL MARGINALIZATION AND REDUCTION OF POLITICAL AGENCY
Braceros were also denied the right to unionize or to strike, preventing their assimilation into larger labor markets. In the initial accords between Mexico and the United States, braceros were denied access to broader representation. 74 However, in a 1951 provision to Public Law 78, braceros were given the right to select representatives to "communicate" their interests and concerns to their employers. 75 These gains, however, did not include the right to collectively bargain or to negotiate changes to established contracts. 76 When braceros protested and petitioned for their rights, their petitions were often ignored. From 1954 to 1956, the Bureau of Employment Services reported over 11,000 formal complaints from braceros. Of those, only 1,631 cases were determined to have violated the contracts, and only 50 employers who had committed violations were removed from the Bracero Program.
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Thus, federal agencies showed contempt towards braceros similar to that of farmers.
Besides bureaucratic unfairness, obstacles like relocation, isolation from outside society, and lack of outside labor allies prevented organization. The situation was best summed up by former bracero Ramón Avitia:
Growers didn't always respect the contract or pay us what it said. But it was hard to advocate for ourselves and our rights. We were far from home, didn't speak the language, and often had no one to go to for help. Mostly we braceros struggled alone… we had no names. 78 In essence, a sense of alienation, isolation and established power structures prevented braceros from organizing and protesting successfully. First, there was the physical isola-"Inquiry Widens on Job Records of Braceros" from Los Angeles Times (1963) Source: National Archives and Records Administration tion, as many farms were far from towns or cities. Ismael Rodriguez Rico described his time as a bracero as "lonely, " partially because his camp was located so far from a city center that no artificial lighting could be seen, making nights pitch black. 79 In addition, the braceros were deliberately socially segregated, not only from domestic farm laborers, but also from society, to perpetuate the feelings of isolation and vulnerability. Feliciano H. Ordonez, an American citizen whose father served as a plantation foreman, spoke of the intentional segregation of braceros in separate fields from locals, so that braceros would not find out that their wages were significantly lower than those of the domestic workforce. Ordonez comments that, overall, the braceros had very little interaction with the outside community. 80 In the rare cases of strikes of organized strikes, braceros had little bargaining power while their bosses had the ability to deport or repatriate them. Efren Pacheco, a former bracero, describes an attempted strike organized by the braceros on his farm over low wages, about $35 a week. However, the strike was quickly disbanded when the leader of the strike's contract was terminated, and he was sent back to Mexico. 81 The unequal power distribution and threats from their bosses often forced the braceros to stay docile. In 1955, Pedro de Alba Gonzalez refused to join a strike that led to the desertion of almost half the bracero work force of that farm because he "needed the work" regardless of wages or conditions. 82 Another manner of weakening the bargaining power of the braceros was their lack of reinforcement from or alliance with domestic agricultural labors. This division was caused by the braceros' role in depressing wages, which prevented their alliance with domestic farmworkers in the United States. 83 In fact, domestic worker strikes, on the whole, were directly responsible for the removal of bracero workers instead of engaging in a collaborative unionization effort across all sectors of agricultural labor, most evidenced in the instances of the 1947 DiGiorgio Fruit Corporation strike and the 1961 lettuce worker strike. 84 A popular strike song composed in 1952 even warned against "taking the striker from the rival of the contracted bracero. " 85 Rather than perceiving the braceros as allies in the struggle for the improvement of agricultural labor demands, domestic agricultural workers perceived the braceros as their reason for striking.
CONCLUSION
According to Nagi, "The creation of the Mexican migrant farm workforce might be understood as a modern solution to an old colonial problem. " 86 In conclusion, the bracero program served to isolate the labor markets in the border towns in Texas first, during Texas' ban from the formal bracero program, though the employment of undocumented workers then later through the formal bracero program. These slightly differing systems, however, both created an isolated economic sector in the regional south until 1964, which extended the pockets of Wright's so-called "colonial economy" in south Texas. 87 These methods of political, economic, and social isolation and control included a system of debt peonage, an inability on the part of the braceros to collectively organize, a placement of workers directly from Mexico to the United States, which subverted the competitive system of the mutual selection between employer and employee, an unfair assessment of labor shortages and prevailing wages in favor of the growers, a marked difference between labor supply and labor demand and the contractual bondage of a bracero to a certain location for a certain amount of time.
